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This puppy is in a teacup 

with red spots. Is the cup 

in a playhouse in the 

garden?



This pup is taking a nap in 

the crook of her arm. The 

jumper is so soft.



This puppy is playing with 

a rope toy in the park. It 

has started to rain! Time 

to go home, puppy!



Having a puppy for a pet 

is not easy, but it brings a 

lot of joy.



This puppy is resting on 

a teddy. It is a teddy for 

dogs. See the paw print 

on it?



Pups out for a morning 

run in the park. Time to 

pee and poop.



This puppy will play 

with her. She pets 

the pup’s soft fur.



Having a puppy for a pet 

is not easy, but it brings a 

lot of joy.



This puppy will play with 

the toy. It will squeeze 

the toy and make a 

squeaking sound.

SQUEEK!

SQUEEK!



Pups can see a toy pup! 

Will the pups try to play?



This spotty pup with 

a collar is big now. 

Big dogs still like to 

play and run around.



Having a puppy for a pet 

is not easy, but it brings a 

lot of joy.
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